This scorecard was designed so I could keep track of my 10 year old son's pitches. Print out the pages
(double sided if possible). Fold it in quarters for a very convenient hand held pitch tracking system.
Simply circle the pitch sequence after each pitch. Here is an example.

Next to Inning, I have indicated 1-1 (1st Inning - 1st Batter). The first pitch was a strike thus you circle
number 1 under Strikes. Pitch 2 was a ball. Pitches 3 and 4 were strikes. I then notate SOS for Struck out
Swinging.
The first 2 pitches to the second batter of the first inning (1-2) are balls. Pitch 3 was a foul ball for a strike.
Note that the batter hit the next pitch for a base hit.
The third batter of the first inning (1-3) took a first pitch strike. The 2nd pitch was a ball. The 3rd pitch a
strike. The batter then fouled off pitches 4 and 5. On the next pitch he grounded out in a 6-4-3 double play.

I keep track of the score here using hash marks. I keep track of the innings by notating the top of the
inning/Bottom of the inning. In the above example the score is 3-0 Decola in the top of the second inning.

I have included a little section for my son's at bats. In this example he hit a double his first time up and
struck out looking the second time.

I have also included some helpful guides in the margins which my wife likes because it makes it easier for
her to fill out the form if I can't make the game. My son and I then take the results from the game and enter
it into an Excel spreadsheet and calculate his percentages from there. We find this to be a very fun way to
track his pitching progress.
Hope you find it useful to0.

